25 East Delaware Pl.
Chicago, Ill.

War Refugees Bond
Washington, D.C.

Gentlemen: I have just read newspaper accounts of the attention devoted in the newspapers issued by the War Refugees Bond. Namely, yes. But when I ask myself whether I would rather service debt in short currency under an assured economic blockade or to plan to live in a shocking and terrifying bomb raid I have to confess that being gassed to death in
in 3 minutes under the feeling being given a beat and a dehumanizing name. "Money killing."

Was itself in the society, and everything connected with it is by its Dave. Let us take care of it give us another chance to make the peace, we make a peace so fair economically to see that no nation has yet again we act a very odd of its inferiority complex as a lesser people and a lower not nation.

Let's not waste time in "believe him too" pamphlets. This said let us immediately get as a through study.
in 2 minutes unless the public were being given a break and a survey among the "money-making" were itself in an industry and everything conserved with it is by the devil. Let us take care if God gives us another chance to make the peace, we make a peace as fair economically to see that no nation can offer again to make a war on its own way at its own money. I doubt it if its inferiority compared to a larger people and a "have not" nation.

Let's not waste time in "believe them" pamphlets. Instead let us immediately get out a thorough study.